BACK-END DEVELOPER
OPEN POSITION

We are two teams sharing a single space and company culture. Cantemo
and iconik Media work side by side as a team of creative developers who
are passionate about building intuitive media management software and
solving complex problems for inspiring customers like Nike, Google, BBC,
MGM, VICE, and other organizations who create media. On an average
day, you will find an extremely diverse team using the latest technologies
and methods at our office in Central Stockholm. Our people are helpful,
humble, and ready to collaborate. At any given time, you’ll find colleagues
sharing ideas over coffee, taking a quick play break on the “Cruis’n
Cantemo Arcade” or solving problems together in our conference room
with a view. We believe this inspiring environment aids our people in
exceptional work and makes great experiences a part of every day.
We have an immediate full-time job opening for a Back-End Developer to join
our talented team in Stockholm. Here’s what we are looking for in you:

⁝ Autonomous and passionate about solving complex
⁝
⁝
⁝
⁝
⁝
⁝

problems.
Knowledge of REST API programming.
Understanding of software engineering and data modeling.
Fluent in English.
Python development experience.
Bachelor or Master’s degree in a technical field (e.g. Computer
Science, IT or similar).
Minimum of 3 years of relevant work experience.

BONUS
QUALIFICATIONS
⁝
⁝
⁝
⁝
⁝

Django development experience.
HTML5 experience.
Video transcoding experience.
Advanced JavaScript development.
Knowledge of creative tools such as video editors & compositing
software.
⁝ Understanding of SQL databases such as PostgreSQL.
⁝ Knowledge of developing in a Linux environment
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WHAT YOU
WILL BE DOING
⁝ Contribute to designing and implementing advanced video

applications and workflows.
⁝ Working closely with our development team to design and furtherdevelop the Cantemo REST API and back-end infrastructure.
⁝ Communicate closely and frequently with the front-end team and
global partners developing Apps using the Cantemo API’s ensuring a
synergy with the backend development
⁝ Supporting global partners and customers in their development and
usage of Cantemo Portal.

WHAT'S IN IT FOR YOU
⁝ Great freedom and flexibility in what you do and how you work.
⁝ Working closely hand-in-hand with the company management
⁝
⁝
⁝
⁝

team.
Highly involved in influencing the product development.
Forming your career and gaining unique experience working with
cutting-edge technology in a thrilling industry.
Travel around the world to meet inspiring customers and partners
in the media industry.
Leading private health insurance available in Sweden.

OUR TECH STACK
⁝
⁝
⁝
⁝

Languages - Javascript, Python, Go, HTML, Objective C, C#
Infrastructure - PostgreSQL, Cassandra, Kubernetes, Elasticsearch, RabbitMQ
Tools - Jenkins, Git, Redmine, Phabricator, SaltStack
Operating Systems – Ubuntu, RedHat/CentOS, macOS, Windows
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NOW IT GETS
INTERESTING
We have customers all around the world that use our products. Some of them
you may not have heard of, but there are quite a few we know you know.
Every year brings new major brands. As they are continuously fed with new
software releases, the chances are you will get to work with some big names.
Our customers are in every continent of the world, even Antarctica! This
means that it is truly a multi-lingual and multi-cultural environment. It
also means that as well as working with an ambitious, but easy-going
international team, you may also get to travel to some far-flung places and
meet some interesting people in the process.

OUR ETHOS
At Cantemo, we place a great deal of importance on our team. The work
environment is collaborative and transparent – we mean it! We have a flat
hierarchy and we allow people that work with us to focus on doing the things
they enjoy and do best.
Essentially, our vision is based on the idea that autonomy, in combination
with freedom and responsibility, breed innovation. We believe that when
talented people work in a flexible and positively challenging environment in
the midst of having fun, that’s when the magic happens.
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